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New era

Honorary Editor, PROFESSOR LEO STASSEN, reflects on changes in Government 
and on highlights of this latest edition of the Journal.

Prof. Leo F. A. Stassen
Honorary Editor

April/May 2011

VOLUME 57 (2) : 73

Editorial
JOURNAL OF THE IRISH DENTAL ASSOCIATION

Since our last edition, the Irish political landscape has changed very

radically. We extend, as always, a courteous welcome to the Ministers

responsible for the areas involved in oral healthcare (see p75). Certainly

the breadth of change in political representation makes this something

of a new era. However, the scale of change required to develop

meaningful state-funded oral healthcare is enormous. We live in hope,

but our hope is tempered by our experiences over many years.

Change too is coming to the IDA as Dr Billy Davis completes his term as

President of the Association and Dr Conor McAlister prepares to take

office. We wish both every success. Readers should note (p78) that there

was a record number of new members in 2010 and that the Association

is planning a series of road show meetings on the future of state-funded

dentistry with details to follow.

Professor Helen Whelton’s election (p84) to the Vice-Presidency of the

International Association for Dental Research is a significant honour for

her and for Irish dentistry. We celebrate this honour and look forward to

her elevation to the Presidency in 2013.

These are difficult times and while many of us are fortunate, some of our

colleagues fall into serious financial difficulty. It is important that

everyone is aware of the Irish Dental Benevolent Society (p88) for two

reasons: so that you may contribute to their excellent work (should you

be in a position to do so); or so that you may avail of their assistance if

you find yourself in financial difficulty. Our thanks to new Society

President Dr Aislinn Machesney for the information on the Society.

The single biggest event of the dental calendar in Ireland is the IDA’s

Annual Conference. This year it is in Cavan and appropriately themed

‘Learning by the Lakes’. We preview the Conference and interview one

of the speakers, Dr Brid Hendron, in this edition (pp91-96). Dr Hendron

employs neurolinguistic programming to assist patients who are

experiencing anxiety. It is evident from the interview that there are

aspects of her techniques that all of us can use in our daily routines. We

should, and I look forward to hearing Brid speak at the Conference.

The use of sedation is an important skill in dental surgery. The survey by

Veronica Fisher (pp99-106) identifies the need for postgraduate training

in conscious sedation and for increased awareness of the Dental Council

Code on the provision of conscious sedation.

In Part 3 (the final part) of his series on ‘Metal-ceramic versus all-ceramic

restorations’, Dr Seamus Sharkey demonstrates how dentists can

achieve the best outcomes for both types of restorations. This is a

comprehensive and very well documented fact file which will be of

significant value to clinicians who can use it in their daily practice. We

are grateful to Dr Sharkey for his excellent series. 

Dr Andrew Collier (pp114-115) makes the simple point that good

training is vital to the safe and effective integration of new team

members. He explains the steps and procedures involved and his advice

is helpful to every practitioner with staff.

As always, I look forward to meeting you all in Cavan at the Annual

Conference.


